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The U.S. Army has chosen five teams to develop rough digital designs for its Optionally Manned Fighting Vehicle.
US Army chooses competitors to design infantry fighting vehicle replacement
Metropolis editors have selected a variety of current and forthcoming titles that will be sure to get you through 2021.
13 Architecture and Design Books to Add to Your Reading List
Redwire, a new leader in mission critical space solutions and digital engineering solutions for the next generation space economy, announced today a successful demonstration resulting from an Air ...
Redwire's Digital Engineering Capability Successfully Demonstrates Simulated Hybrid Space Architecture to Support Joint All-Domain Operations
The French Ministry of the Interior has chosen four firms to develop the management system for its digital identity scheme.
France chooses contractors for digital ID scheme management
The division that arranges security for the State Department’s domestic and foreign posts lacks integrated financial management and procurement IT systems for efficient contracting, according to its ...
State Department’s security procurement division lacks integrated IT for ‘efficient’ contracting
Firms are increasingly requiring open architecture to maintain flexibility and ownership of key parts of their day-to-day workflows as they embark on a consolidation strategy. They are looking for ...
Buy-Side Trends: Open Architecture, Multi-Asset Strategies, and ESG
Appgate, the secure access company, today announced its participation in the Implementing a Zero Trust Architecture Project with the National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence (NCCoE) at the National ...
Appgate Selected to Collaborate With NCCoE on Zero Trust Architecture Project
With all of the historical significance that New York architecture has, from neo-classical to modern design, it’s vital to preserve their facade and interiors. Aarco Contracting is the best choice for ...
5 Things You Must Know About Aarco Contracting
We want to make the community and the world around us better through architecture—using architecture as the conduit.” ...
Conduit Architecture & Design brings life to buildings in McKinney and beyond
Influential NIST zero trust architecture (ZTA) security project will help organizations address evolving mobile, cloud and hybrid workforce demandsSAN JOSE, Calif., July 21, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- ...
NIST’S National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence Selects Forescout to Shape Zero Trust Architecture
A project that explores how architects are storytellers for the environment is included in Dezeen's latest school show by University of California students.
University of California, Los Angeles architecture students showcase end-of-year projects
The OpenMP® Architecture Review Board has released Technical Report 10, a preview of OpenMP 5.2, which includes several improvements and refinements.
OpenMP ARB Releases Technical Report 10
MEP systems, construction documents, and construction evaluation. This integrated knowledge sets apart the practice of architecture. Additional attributes that architects bring to a project ...
Approaching the Practice of Architecture with Fresh Perspective
The latest independent research document on Global 3D Animation examine investment ... This version of 3D Animation market report advocates analysis of Adobe Systems Inc., Trimble Navigation Ltd., ...
3D Animation Market is Booming Worldwide with Autodesk, NVIDIA, Corel, Adobe Systems
Conversational AI goes far beyond chatbots. AI systems that process natural language engage in humanlike dialog, understand context, and offer intelligent responses in milliseconds. Put simply, ...
Eight approaches to processing natural-language-enabled AI
Implementing the New Payments Architecture (NPA) has been identified as a priority in the Payment Systems Regulator’s 2020/21 annual plan and budget. We shine a light on the NPA, its origins, what it ...
Focus on: the New Payments Architecture
Susan Turner watches as her husband Bradley Turner, of Aurora, point at their daughter's house on a large map of the metro area while touring the "Building Denver: Visions of the Capital City" exhibit ...
History Colorado’s “Building Denver” tells the city’s story through its architecture, urban development
The Fish That Never Swam is a stark and impactful project compiling research, interviews and photography of the city’s inhabitants.
Kirsty Mackay’s four-year project looks at health inequalities and life expectancy in Glasgow
Forescout Technologies, Inc., the leader in Enterprise of Things security, today announced it has been selected by the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST) National Cybersecurity ...
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